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Message receipt notification

EDIFACT-message MS 11

CONTRL:D:96A:EN:EAN002

This transaction is used for positive or negative notification of receipt of an individual message. Bilateral agreement on usage is specified in the Technical
Appendix to the Interchange Agreement. If whole interchanges are to be receipted, use AT 0.1.1.

Receipt header
The following terms occur once per transaction
Entity no.

Entity name

Entity definition

T3001
T3002

Interchange control reference
Interchange sender

Reference to the interchange being acknowledged
EAN location number of interchange sender

T3003

Interchange recipient

T3004

Action code

Format

Status/cond.

an..14
n13

R
R

EAN location number of interchange recipient

n13

R

Action taken by the recipient of the original interchange

an..3

R

Comments/conditions/codes

EDIFACT

Interchange control reference (UNB/0020) from the received interchange
GLN Global Location Number (UNB/S002/0004) from the received
interchange
GLN Global Location Number (UNB/S003/0010) from the received
interchange
6 - interchange rejected
7 - interchange acknowledged
8 - interchange received

UCI/0020
UCI/S002/0004

Comments/conditions/codes

EDIFACT

Message reference number (UNH/0062) from the received message
EDIFACT message identifier. *** see term catalogue
4 - message rejected
7 - message accepted

SG1/UCM/0000
SG1/UCM/S009/0000
SG1/UCM/0000

UCI/S003/0010
UCI/0083

Message response
The following terms occur once for each message in the interchange
Entity no.
T3005
T3006
T3004

Entity name
Message reference number
Message identifier
Action code

Entity definition

Action taken by the recipient of the original interchange

Format
an..14
***
an..3

Status/cond.
R
R
R

Dependency codes: R - required; D0 - see comments; D1 - one and only one; D2 - all or none; D3 - one or more; D4 - one or none; D5 - if first, then all; D6 - if first, then at least one other; D7 - If first, then none of the others
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